Photo Shooting Box with LED Lighting Kit
Assembly

► Table Top Photo Studio Tent

1. Have the black cover facing you, then set up the you panels on the left & right.

2. Cover the top by moving the final panel to top.

3. Attach the top panel to the side Velcro.

4. Using the top inner Velcro, you may attach any background color you desire.
**Table Top Mini Tripod**

1. Loosen the screw on the side to adjust the top knob.
2. Simply open the legs outwards to secure the tripod.
3. Bottom latch is expandable when pulled outwards.

**Cell Phone Clip Holder**

1. Take the silicone arm and pull it up to open the clip.
2. Place the phone into the clip & push it down to lock the set up.
3. Attach the clip to the tripod, using the screw on the tripod.
LED Light Stand Assembly

- Table Top LED Light

1. Loosen the twist leg lock at the bottom by turning it counter clockwise.

2. Withdraw leg until it is fully extended.

3. Secure legs by turning the twist leg lock clockwise to tighten.
1. Disconnect the unit from any power source before changing the light bulb. Wait until the unit is cool enough before handling it.

* We highly recommend to wear rubber/latex gloves if the unit is hot.

2. Turn the front cover counter-clockwise to remove it.

3. Remove the bulb by turning it counter-clockwise.

4. Insert the new bulb into the socket and lock it by turning it clockwise.

5. Place the cover back on and turn it clockwise to complete the replacement.
Table Top Photo Studio Setup

- The Key Light:
  Illuminates light directly towards objects.

- The Fill Light:
  Eliminates the shadows formed by the Key Light.
Using the photo tent:
Place the Key Light and Fill Light on opposite sides of each other facing the object to produce incredible soft and even light spread.